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IBM provides the most comprehensive portfolio of data warehousing, 
information management and business analytic software, hardware and 
solutions to help Clients maximize the value of their information assets 
and discover new insights to enable more effective and faster decisions 
and optimize their business outcomes. IBM zEnterprise pioneered 
enterprise data warehouse by integrating the database, server and 
storage into an easy to manage environment that requires minimal setup 
and administration while producing faster performance.

Today’s leading organizations require more from their database 
appliances. These environments must accommodate growth and 
minimize expenses while enhancing business analytics. They must also 
be integrated, optimized and organized for simplicity. The 9700/9710 is a 
zEnterprise Analytics System with DB2 for z/OS database software that 
delivers extreme speed and performance. 

Our Software Services experts  provide the technical leadership and 
expertise to ensure that the 9700/9710 is leveraged to meet the client 
business and technology requirements. This results in fast more 
consistent performance. Thousands of Clients rely on IBM Software 
Services, the industry’s premier experts, to help them leverage their 
investments to keep data available and accessible and increase efficiency 
while keeping costs down.

Overview 
A 9700/9710 service offering is designed to get your organization up and 
running quickly and to allow for a smooth transition. This service offers 
project planning and execution, product enablement and on-site 
support. In other words, IBM consultants offer a range of services to 
leverage the value and performance of 9700/9710. The services are 
heavily focused on providing you with the knowledge and enablement 
you need for success. Our consultants will work side by side with your 
team and share standard practices.  Services range from end-to-end 
project consulting to specific targeted services. 
 

IBM Smart Analytic 9700/9710 
System Capability 
 
Data warehousing & analytics in integrated, 
optimized software

Highlights:

•      Reduce the cost and complexity of 
         your Business Analytics with the 
         Enterprise System z Data 
         Warehousing solution, a single 
         platform that offers the highest 
         scalability and availability

•      Ensure your IDAA system is installed and  
        configured for optimum performance

•      Leverage best practices brought by  
         IBM  experts to rapidly introduce this           
         new  technology into your  
         legacy environment
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Services include: 
 
•      Installation 
•      Hands-on mentoring 
•      Technical assessment 
•      Proof of concept 
•      Architecture design 
•      Design and implementation assistance 
•      Project mentoring 
•      Performance analysis 
•      Database and application migration 
•      Knowledge transfer  
 
When engaging IBM Information Management Software Services, you 
can be confident that you are working with the industry’s leading 
experts. Your staff will gain skills quickly with expert advice and 
knowledge transfer directly from our experienced consultants.

•      Harness the extreme speed of the 9700/9710 to keep data available  
       and accessible with IBM Services 
•      Gain skills quickly with expert advice and knowledge transfer from  
       IBM Experts 
•      Rely on IBM professionals for rapid deployment of new updates 
       while you focus on critical business issues 
 
Our Software Services are designed to offer a full range of options 
depending on your needs and budget. Whether it is through the 
full-lifecycle or at specific checkpoints, our experts will help ensure 
project success. 
 
Services options: 
 
•      Technical Assessment: Identify features and feasibility 
•      Proof of Concept: determine business value and requirements, 
       establish project scope including benchmarks or prototypes, align 
       deliverables with requirements, and determine resources needed 
       to accelerate the implementation process 
•      Architecture Design: System architecture design based on the 
       unique 9700/9710 capabilities 
•      Design and Implementation Assistance: Database schema         
       design, application implementation approaches, and integrating  
       IBM 9700/9710 with other tools and/or systems 
•      Project Mentoring: Full life-cycle management of  
       your implementation 
•      Performance Analysis: Analyze a particular performance         
       problem in the system and recommend database  
       tuning/application optimization 
•      Database and Application Migration: Conduct an inventory of  
       the origin and target requirements, create migration scripts,  
       leverage IBM conversion tools, and perform data and  
       application migrations

IBM 9700/9710 Services provide dedicated services to 
ensure successful implementation of the 9700/9710 
product in your particular environment. Tailored 
packages include installation, configuration and 
hands-on training customized to your specific needs.

Your independence is our greatest success   
Nothing is more important than transferring IBM 
expert knowledge to your organization. This  
provides long-term self-sufficiency through a 

mentored approach. 

For more information
•    Visit the IM Software Services Web site: 

        ibm.com/software/data/services 
•    Find us on Facebook:

  on.fb.me/IMSKILLS 

•    Subscribe to our YouTube Channel:

    bit.ly/YouTubeIMTraining
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